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ABSTRACT
Wu, Chyuan-Tyng PhD, Purdue University, May 2015. Captured Open Book Image
De-warping And Shading Correction Using 3D Depth Information. Major Professor:
Jan P. Allebach.
Various three dimensional (3D) measuring or capturing devices are introduced to
the society recently, and there are abundant possibilities that we can take advantage
of this new technology. In this research, we worked on one useful application: to correct the distortion due to the curved shape of the pages of an open book in captured
images using of depth information. This work is relevant to camera-based capture
devices that can use a projector to cast structured light patterns to provide depth
information. In order to improve the visual quality of captured documents, we established our algorithm from two perspectives. First, we deal with the shading situation
in the captured image as a result of the non-uniform lighting condition. The shading
correction is based on the shading information of the margin of the document, or
based on the estimated relative position of each piece of the scanned open book to
the active illumination. The open book will look like it is captured under a uniform
lighting source in the corrected images. Next, we handle the geometric distortion.
The 3D shape reconstruction methods and geometric rectification are used to flatten
the curvature of an open book. The models we used exploit specific prior assumptions about the nature of the printed material that is captured. The warped text
line can be straightened after this rectification. The overall readability improvement
in captured open book images obtained by using our method can be observed in the
experimental results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, in order to communicate with people all around the world more efficiently,
people intend to share the information through the internet. If they do not have
a digital file or a soft copy of it in hand, they will have to digitalize lots of things
first. For example, books, magazines, and other printed matter are a large portion
among them. When people use a traditional flatbed scanner to scan or to copy the
content from a binding book, the baselines of the text in the output document images
are usually warped due to the binding of the pages of the book spine. In addition,
some of the characters may be deformed in the image of the curved page. These
artifacts usually make the content less readable. Therefore, several research groups
have developed various approaches to correct or to avoid these distortions in copies
of documents.
One possible approach is to solve the problem mechanically, such as capturing
documents using special systems [1] [2]. They built up some special capture systems
to acquire the content. In a project in which Google participated [3], a scanner was
developed that can automatically turn the pages of a binding book. The scanning
surface of this machine is not flat, but has an angle between two flat scanning planes
such that it can tightly scan the content of both pages at the same time. In the
other hand, some researchers attempted to analyze the content of the scanned document [4], and to use text baseline [5] [6] [7] [8] [9], characters [10] [11], or shading
information [12] [13] to flatten the document. In Ref. [14], Lins et al. even used the
content to estimate the height of scanned document surface to correct the distortion.
There are also some researchers that used the depth information of the scanned document to flatten arbitrarily distorted document images [15] [16] [17], but in respect
of computation, these algorithms are relatively complex.
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In this work, we propose three different methods to refine the scanning image. A
three dimensional (3D) capture system developed by us is used to obtain the content
and the depth information of the scanned book. Regarding the capture systems, they
utilize the structured-light pattern technology to acquire the depth map information of
the document, and a webcam or a mobile camera is operated to capture the content
of the book and the structured-light patterns. Then, we will used the captured
information to generate a more readable document image.
The first algorithm that we tried on is a modified method from the particle-based
paper flattening algorithm [16]. Since the target document that we focus on here is
the binding books, there are several reasonable assumptions that we can make about
the surfaces of the open books. Hence, we can largely reduce the computational
complexity after revising the algorithm based on these assumptions. The second
algorithm that we introduced in this work is to geometrically model and estimate
the shape of the document surface. Then, we dewarp the content on the documents
based on the surface approximations. The last approach is also using the concept
of geometry, but there is no need to reconstruct the whole surface. The flattening
process for each location on the pages is more locally handled. The refined results
from these three methods are all improved by different level regarding the readability
of the scanning documents.
The 3D scanning system that we built on is using light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
as the active lighting source and a mobile camera module as the capture device.
Therefore, unlike a traditional flatbed scanner or a portable sheet-feed scanner, it is
easy to let some undesired shading into the captured document image through the
camera. Sometimes, this non-uniformity of shading may degrade the readability of the
contents. It may also increase the difficulty for other application, such as document
segmentation or optical character recognition. Hence, we want to adjust the color of
the image, and then the result will look like the image of the same document captured
under an uniform lighting source. In order to mitigate the non-uniform shading, some
solutions have been developed.
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For example, some methods can handle grayscale document image, some are designed to correct the shading of documents with a uniform bright color margin, and
some are developed to handle documents warped in a certain shape. The method
introduced in Ref. 18 can correct the shading in document image with Lambertian
model and generate grayscale image. Funt et al. [19] analyzed the chromaticity of
images to recover the shading. The photometric restoration method developd by
Zhang et al. [20] is utilizing inpainting method to estimate the shading condition and
removing those shading. Hence, the documents are expected to be in uniform bright
color margin. The authors of Ref. 12 established an algorithm that can deal with
the documents folded at several place. This algorithm corrects the shading according
to the continuity and discontinuity of the shading condition in the document image.
Similarly, Meng et al. [21] introduced a method that uses the property of the constant
or gradually changing pixel intensities in one single piece of document to correct the
shading. Some researchers decided to solve this problem from different perspective.
The authors in Ref. [22] designed a device to capture the images such that they can
control the the lighting source in order to have color accurate result.
In our work, we first adopted the concept of the inpainting method. The content
of the scanned document is assumed to be printed on a uniform bright color material,
and the shading condition of the whole page can be estimated from those non-printed
regions. Then, we can generate a shading corrected grayscale image. However, the
assumption limited the range of the target document that we can apply our algorithm
to. Later, we developed a content-independent and shape-independent method that
lessens the shading effects in the captured document images. Our second method
utilizes the 3D depth map of the document surface and a look-up table strategy.
The depth information of the scanned document will be the key contribution to
do the shading correction; and the look-up table method can reduce the real-time
computational complexity. Powell et al.’s paper [23] also mentioned using depth map
information to correct the color error in the image due to illumination, but they used
some unique equipment to calibrate their system.
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Figure 1.1 is the flow chart of our proposal method to flatten the book document
image. Once we get the 3D data of the scanned document, which includes the depth
map information and the 2D reference image, we first correct the shading condition of
the captured document image. Then, we execute the surface flattening process, and
it may or may not need the result from the shading correction, depending on which
approach is applied. Finally, we generate a new 2D image that is color and distortion
rectified, and the content in the document image will be neater and more readable.

Fig. 1.1. Overall flowchart of the whole algorithm.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 briefly introduces the capture system that we use to acquire the document image and the
depth information of the scanned book. Chapter 3 mentions about two different
shading correction processes for the document image. Chapter 4 describes three approaches for the document content refinement in distortion perspective, including the
particle-based model approach, the surface estimation-based method, and the piecewise geometry-based technique. In the end, we summary the work by evaluate the
flattened document images in the Chap. 5.
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2. CAPTURE SYSTEM
The fundamental concept of our work is to utilize the depth map information of the
scanned document to do the correction. Therefore, we need to have a 3D capture
system to scan the open book to collect the shape information of its surface. In this
work, we wanted to use a low-cost 3D capture system to achieve the goal. After the
scanning process, the system should generate a 3D file that contains the point cloud
information of the scanned book surface and a 2D reference image that records the
texture and the color data of the open book in the scene.

2.1

Prototype System

Fig. 2.1. Set-up of the prototype capture system.
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The principle technique that we used in our 3D capture system is the non-contact
structure light pattern active method [24]. Therefore, the major components of the
capture system are the projector, the camera, and the lighting source. The projector
is used to project the pre-designed pattern(s); the camera is used to capture the
scenes of the scanned object; the lighting source is used to provide a better lighting
condition when recording the texture information of the scanned object. The scenes
that the camera takes can be in two situations: the first one is with no pattern
projected but with the light turned on in order to capture the content, including the
color information, of the open book, and the second scenario is with pattern projected
but no light to capture the location of the pattern in the image plane.
In our prototype capture system, we use a 1024×768 resolution projector to project
the pattern(s) and a 1600×1200 resolution webcam to capture the picture. The
structured-light pattern we used is the M-array pattern [25] and the straight line
patterns. In order to have the book properly placed, we need a platform to put the
scanned objects. The extra light source is also helpful if the ambient illumination is
not bright enough when we capture the content on the book. Fig. 2.1 is an example
of how to set up the prototype capture systems.

2.2

TopShot Capture System
TopShot, Fig. 2.2(a), is an office multifunctional printer in the current consumer

electronic product market. Instead of the flatbed scanner, TopShot directly uses
a mobile phone camera module and LED lights to take a picture or pictures for
the scanned document on the platen. In addition, it can scan not only the two
dimensional document but also 3D objects. Therefore, it is a good device for us to
build up the capture system since it has two out of three components needed for
the capture system. The only extra element needed is the projector. Here, we used
the same model projector as the prototype system. The resolution of the captured
image is 3280×2464. After mounting the projector at the proper location, as shown

7

(a) HP TopShot LaserJet Pro M275 MFP

(b) Set-up of the TopShot capture system

(Image source: www.shopping.hp.com)

Fig. 2.2. TopShot capture system.

in Fig. 2.2(b), we can use this capture system to acquire the information that the
improvement process requires.

2.3

Dual-Projector TopShot Capture System
Due to the current technology limitation, the projector is difficult to project a

large image in a short distance. Therefore, in order to let the projector can cover the
whole working area in the TopShop capture system, we need to mount the projector
way above the scanning platen. However, this is not a good design for consumer
product. In contemplation of solving this issue, our group came up with a dualprojector capture system idea [26]. Except the two projectors setting, all other set-
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Fig. 2.3. Set-up of the dual-project TopShot capture system.

ups and the depth information acquiring technique are almost the same as single
projector TopShot capture system. Figure 2.3 is how the system looks like. With two
projectors, the working area that each projector has to cover is almost only reduced
by half, and then we can place the projectors near the similar height of the camera of
TopShot. The covering areas of these two projectors should be overlapped such that
there will be no area that we cannot capture any point data.
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3. SHADING CORRECTION
Nowadays, camera modules have become more popular and convenient in consumer
electronics and office products. As a consequence, people have many opportunities
to use a camera-based device to record a hardcopy document in their daily lives.
However, unlike a traditional flatbed scanner or a portable sheet-feed scanner, it is
easy to let undesired shading into the captured document image through the camera.
Sometimes, this non-uniformity may degrade the readability of the contents. It may
also increase the difficulty for other application, such as document segmentation or
optical character recognition.
Generally, when we use a camera to capture a document, the reflectance of each
portion in the document will have different level of effect upon the environment lighting condition. The portion that is close to the light bulb usually has higher intensity
value, while the portion that contains the same color but far from the light bulb
would have lower intensity value in the captured image. This will lead to different
shading condition in the image file generated by the camera. That means the part of
the document with the same color will look different in the picture, and this is not a
desirable property for the document image. Therefore, we want to address this issue.

3.1

Inpainting Method
The first proposal method for the shading correction is based on one assumption:

the color of the non-printed region in the book, i.e. the color of the book pages, is
uniform and bright. The basic idea of our proposal approach is using the shading
condition of the non-printed region to estimate the shading situation for the whole
page as the page is not printed any content. With the shading condition for the whole
document, we can simulate the image captured by the camera if the every portion of
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the document is illuminated by an uniform lighting strength. In current phase, we
generate the simulated image in gray scale. People will expect the non-printed region
in this simulated image is totally white.

3.1.1

Non-printed region detection

The first step of the uniformity correction is to classify the document into printed
region and non-printed region. The way we handle this problem is to identify the
location of the printed region. Except the pixels belonging to the center portions of
large-sized characters or color patches, the pixels in the printed region usually have
high local variance values. First of all, if the document image is a color picture, we
transfer the color image into gray-scale image. Then, compute the local variance for
each pixel. The formula of the local variance computation for pixel pi is as follows:
n

1X
mean(pi ) =
gray(pi,j )
n j=0

(3.1)

n

varlocal (pi ) =

1X
(gray(pi,j ) − mean(pi ))2
n j=0

(3.2)

, where pi,j is the j-th neighbor pixel of pixel pi , and pi,o is pi . gray(pi,j ) is the grayscale value of the pixel pi,j . We normalize the variance value: dividing the computed
variance value by the maximum value among all pixels. If the normalized variance
value of a pixel is large, we say it should belong to printed region class, and vice
versa. The empirical value for the threshold is set to be 0.025, and the neighborhood
window size is chosen as a 7×7 block in our experiments. For the pixels near the
boundary of the image, we use the same size window size, but only the neighborhood
pixels that exist in the image are counted in for computing the local variance value.
The center portions of the large printed patches are highly possible also to be
classified as non-printed region, and we need to remove them from the non-printed
map result. We do the connected component analysis on the non-printed region
map, and remove the component from the map if the gray-scale mean of it is smaller
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than the local-determined threshold. Otsus thresholding method [27] is applied to
determine the local threshold. First, we compute the Otsu threshold value among
the whole document image, and then we compute the local Otsu threshold value
among the neighborhood. The smaller value between these two threshold values is
used as the local-determined threshold as mentioned before. The definition of the
neighborhood here for each connected component is as follows: (1) we first find out
the center of this component, i.e., the center point regarding both rows and columns,
and then (2) select a square window size, which the center point is in the middle, to
be the neighborhood for this certain component. In our experiment, the window size
is chosen as 201×201.
Figures 3.1 ∼ 3.6 is one example set of the non-printed region detection process.
Due to the limitation of the set-up for the capture system, the projected pattern
cannot exactly only cover the entire portion of both pages. Roughly speaking, the
projected pattern area is different from the area of the whole book surface. The
area that is covered by the pattern in the 2D texture image is called the document
region image in this work. If the projected pattern area is smaller, in this document
region image, all portions that are not a part of the scanned book will be totally
black. Figure 3.1 is the original 2D reference image, and Fig. 3.2 is the corresponding
document region image. The white regions in Fig.3.3 indicate the non-printed region.
Even though our algorithm is developed based on the document only, there is no
obvious drawback to implement the process to the whole document image.

3.1.2

Shading condition estimation

After we get the non-printed map, we can extract the shading condition of those
non-printed regions from the original document image, such as Fig. 3.4. Next, we can
use this information with the inpaining method [28] [29] [30] to estimate the shading
condition for the whole document image. In order to reduce the computational complexity, we used a simpler approach. For the pixel in the printed region, we vertically
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Fig. 3.1. Example of the 2D reference image.

search the nearest pixel that is in the non-printed region for both directions, i.e. up
and down. The reason that we chose to search vertically is because most text in the
document is printed horizontally and it will be faster to find the pixel in non-printed
region. Use the shading values of these two pixels as references to interpolate the
shading value for the pixel in the printed region. Here, we used the linear interpolation as the equations below to determine the shading value Vshading (pi ) for pixel
pi :
Vshading (pi ) = Vshading (pi,down )+(Vshading (pi,up )−Vshading (pi,down ))·

d(pi , pi,down )
(3.3)
d(pi,up , pi,down )

, where d(pi , pj ) is the distance between pixel pi and pixel pj and pi,up/down is the up or
down reference pixel. If the searching reaches the boundary and still does not find a
pixel in the non-printed region, we will enlarge our searching range to two dimensions.
Use the reached boundary point as the enlarging seed, extend the searching block by
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Fig. 3.2. Document region image of Fig. 3.1.

one pixel in all four directions, i.e. up, down, right, and left, until there is at least
one pixel in the searching window has shading value. Compute the mean shading
value of the pixels that already have shading value in the searching window, and use
the mean value as the interpolation reference in shading condition estimation for the
pixels in the printed region. The shading estimation will look like Fig.3.5.

3.1.3

Shading-corrected image generation

Since we have the shading condition estimation for the whole document image,
we now can do the uniformity correction for it. For each pixel, simply divide its
gray-scale value in the document image by its corresponding value in the shading
estimation image. Therefore, the values of pixels in the non-printed map will become
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Fig. 3.3. Non-printed region detection result of Fig. 3.2.

one, which represents in white color in the image. Figure 3.6 is the corresponding
shading correction result for the document region image Fig. 3.2.

3.2

Look-Up Table Method
In this section, we introduce a content-independent and shape-independent method

that can also lessen the shading effects in captured document images. We want to
reconstruct the image such that the result will look like a document image captured
under a uniform lighting source. We attempted to find the relationship between the
color of the scanned objects and how it appears in the captured image. Our method
utilizes the 3D depth map of the document surface and a look-up table strategy.
We will first discuss the model and the assumptions that we used for this approach.
Theoretically, our model can enhance the contrast of the images. Next, the process of
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Fig. 3.4. Shading condition of the non-printed region in Fig. 3.2.

creating the look-up table will be described. This look-up table takes consideration
of both the performance of the camera device and the lighting condition. The table
look-up step is pixel-wise, and it depends on the position of each pixel in the 3D world
coordinate system. This is where we utilize the additional depth map information of
the document surface. We implement this algorithm with the testing data captured
by our TopShot system. Some experimental results will be presented to show the
effectiveness of our method. We test our algorithm with both flat and curved surface
documents to show how this approach can mitigate the unpleasant shading on them.
In the end, some algorithm simplifications will be discusses to speed up the off-line
preparation.
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Fig. 3.5. Shading condition estimation of the document region image in Fig. 3.2.

3.2.1

Correction theory and idea

The objective of this method is to develop an algorithm that can easily correct the
shading in the document images captured by a 3D scanning device. In most of 3D
scanner, camera module is extensively used. In addition, the lighting is also necessary
in order to acquire a clear texture information of the scanned object. Therefore,
when we use the 3D scanner to capture documents, it will have some shading in the
document images due to the non-uniform lighting source. Since we not only get the
2D texture image of the object but also the surface shape from 3D capture device, it
is a reasonable approach to use the depth map information to correct the unpleasant
shading.
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Fig. 3.6. Shading-corrected image of the document region image in Fig. 3.2.

Model of image capturing
In order to have the shading correction process more robust, we need to have a
model that can represent the behavior among camera, lighting, and document. This
model will be the foundation of the shading correction process. Previously, we used
a simple Lambertian reflectance model [18] for our system to correct the lightness
of document images. However, the results cannot fully take the advantage of our
algorithm; for instance, the black text on the document sometimes is not dark enough
in the corrected image. Some researchers [31] [32] chose to fit a complex polynomial
curve to do color error correction, but there may not be a physical meaning behind
the polynomial curve.
Therefore, we decide to use the similar concept of calibrating a traditional flatbed
scanner in Ref. 33. Unlike traditional flatbed scanners, most of 3D scanners use point
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light sources, and the intensity of the illumination is varying everywhere. We assume
the intensity of illumination at same location does not change in each capturing time,
and then we can model the behavior of the captured image by calibrating the 3D
scanner in advance.

Fig. 3.7. Flowchart of the look-up table shading correction model.

The flowchart illustrating the model of look-up table shading correction method
can be found in Fig. 3.7. First, let us consider the 2D cases. Suppose we have a 3D
capture system with a platen and a camera module on top of the platen. We use
this system to scan a piece of paper that is placed on zero height, i.e. the same level
of the platen, and the color measurement of the scanning object at pixel p(u, v) in
camera image plane is known: (Xp , Yp , Zp ) in the device-independent CIE XYZ color
space. Through a 3 × 3 transformation matrix M , we can transfer the tristimulation
(Xp , Yp , Zp ) to (rp , gp , bp ) in linear RGB space. If the pixel value at p(u, v) in captured image is (R, G, B), then we need to find the non-linear relationship between
(Rp , Gp , Bp ) and (rp , gp , bp ) in each corresponding channel independently. These nonlinear transformations obviously involve the process of the gamma correction. Additionally, we want to bring the impact of the spatial-varying illumination intensity
into these non-linear transformations. Based on the formula of gamma correction, we
model the channel-dependent transformation as:
rp = ar ∗ (Rp )br + cr ;

gp = ag ∗ (Gp )bg + cr ;

bp = ab ∗ (Bp )bb + cr ,

(3.4)

where the values of Rp , Gp , and Bp are normalized between 0 and 1. ai , bi , and ci are
the parameters of our model, where i is r, g, or b. Hence, the parameters are channel-
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dependent and pixel-dependent. Collecting all the parameters to construct a P ×Q×3
look-up table for each channel, where P ×Q is the resolution of document image. Next,
we can easily extend the idea into 3D case. That is, change the height of the 2D plane
and create one set of parameter look-up table for each level height. Once we have
the look-up table ready at several discrete height levels, we can proceed the shading
correction. For example, if we create the tables for 5 height levels, the total size of
the look-up table is 5(height levels)×3(channels)×P × Q(resolution)×3(parameters).

Shading correction algorithm
To do the shading correction, we need to have the document image and the 3D
scanning result of the document surface. Usually, the document image is also the
texture reference image of the scanning outcome. The scanning result is composed of
the point cloud, and each point in the point cloud has a corresponding pixel location
in the texture reference image. To run our shading correction algorithm, we need
to know the depth information of each pixel. Apparently, not every pixel in the
document image has the depth map information from the 3D data we got. Since the
points are distributed dispersedly, we can simply interpolate the depth information
we have to estimate the depth information for each pixel inside the convex hull of the
captured points in 2D reference image.
Each pixel in the document image is treated separately in the shading correction
process, and the correction result of one pixel will not affect the correction outcome
of other pixel. Consider a pixel p(u, v) in the document image, and suppose its depth
information and the color information are d and (Rp , Gp , Bp ) respectively. If we have
the look-up table for height level d, extract the parameters ai , bi , and ci of Eq. 3.4
at pixel p(u, v). Use Eq. 3.4 to compute the linear RGB value (rp , gp , bp ). Multiply
(rp , gp , bp ) with the transformation matrix M to calculate the tristimulation in XYZ
space. In the other hand, if we do not have the look-up table for the exact height
level d, find two height levels dj and dj+1 such that dj < d < dj+1 and we have
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the parameter look-up table at both height levels. Do the process as mentioned
above for both height levels individually, and use weighted linear interpolation to
estimate the linear RGB value (rp , gp , bp ). Then, we can also use the same color
space transformation matrix M to convert it into XYZ space. Since CIE XYZ is a
device-independent color space, we can transfer the the XYZ value into any other
device-independent color space or any color space with specific gamma and white
point for the final output.

3.2.2

Look-up table generation

We already define the basic model and the algorithm for our shading correction
process, so the next problem is how to generate those parameter look-up tables and
the transformation matrix. As a calibration process, each 3D capture device will have
its own unique look-up tables unless we can make sure the position of camera module
and the intensity of the illumination are exactly the same all over the space. By
doing this step, we can understand the relationship between the color of the scanned
document and its color value in the captured document image.
To generate the calibration data, we can separate the process into two steps: gray
balancing and color space mapping. Doing the gray balancing, we will find out the
optimal values for the parameters used in Eq. 3.4; we will derive the color space
transformation matrix through the color space mapping.

Gray balancing
The purpose of the gray balancing is to know the non-linear transformation formula of each channel and each position in the 3D capture device. To do it, we need
to prepare the grayscale targets. Each target is a flat uniform color paper in different
grayscale value, and the size of the paper should be larger than the largest field of
view of 3D capture device’s camera module.
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Suppose we have N different grayscale levels, and we want to generate the lookup tables for L different height levels. First of all, we use the color measurement
equipment to measure the Y-channel value in CIE XYZ space of each neutral target.
We regard the Y-channel value as the lightness of targets. Put those Y-value in order
from small to large, noted as Y. Next, for the measuring height level l, place all
targets under the camera module at level height l and take pictures, one target at a
time. The camera setting and shooting environment should be kept the same all the
time. Then, we have N color pictures for each height level. For each pixel position,
we can extract N values at each channel from these N pictures. Normalize those N
values and put them in the corresponding order as Y, noted as Ii for i-channel. Then,
do the optimization approach to find the parameters ai , bi , and ci that minimize the
following cost function:
f (ai , bi , ci ) = Y − ai · Ii bi + ci



2

.

(3.5)

Record all the optimal parameters values for each pixel to form the look-up table at
height level l. Follow the same process for all L height levels to complete the gray
balancing. After that, we will have the non-linear transformation formula for all pixel
at L different height levels.

Color space mapping
In the color space mapping step, we would like to find the linear transformation
matrix M , converting the tristimulus value from CIE XYZ to linear RGB. To find
the color space mapping matrix, we need to capture more calibration images. What
is different in this step is the target is not in grayscale but in color. Since the
transformation matrix is not location-dependent, we only need to take photos of
these color targets at one height level. It is intuitive to choose the height zero.
As previous step, we have to measure the color of these uniform color targets
first. Capture all color target with camera module under the same condition in gray
balancing. Convert the RGB value (R, G, B) of captured image into linear RGB
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value (r, g, b) with the non-linear transformation that we derive in gray balancing.
Randomly choose Npixel pixels to find the color space transformation matrix M . If
we have NC color targets, then we can compose the equation below:
B3×Ntarget Npixel = M3×3 · A3×Ntarget Npixel ,
where



X X1 · · ·
 1

A =  Y1 Y1 · · ·

Z1 Z1 · · ·
and

X1 X2 · · ·

X2 · · ·

Y1

Y2 · · ·

Y2 · · ·

Z1

Z2 · · ·

Z2 · · ·



r
r
···
 1,1 1,2

B =  g1,1 g1,2 · · ·

b1,1 b1,2 · · ·

r1,Npixel · · ·

(3.6)

XN C





YNC 

ZNC

rNC ,Npixel

g1,Npixel · · ·

gNC ,Npixel

b1,Npixel · · ·

bNC ,Npixel

(3.7)




.


(3.8)

Since we know the value of A and B, we can use the pseudo-inverse to derive the
optimal transformation matrix M in respect to the root mean square error. After
getting the matrix M , we can say that we finish the calibration of the 3D capture
system for shading correction algorithm.

3.2.3

Experiments

When creating the shading correction look-up table for the system, we used
eleven(11) different grayscale neutral uniform papers as targets, and these targets
are printed by Epson Stylus Pro 3880 ink jet printer. The color measuring device we
used is x-rite DTP70 X-Y AutoScan Spectrophotometer, and the Y-channel values
of our neutral targets are 6.61, 8.70, 11.78, 15.43, 20.85, 26.70, 34.26, 41.75, 51.77,
63.22, and 80.55 in scale of 100. We totally generated five(5) sets of table for following height levels: 0mm, 10.8mm, 21.5mm, 32.1mm, and 42.5mm. In most cases, the
height of an open book or magazine laying down on the platen will not much higher
than 42.5mm.
When computing the color space mapping matrix, we use ten assorted color Riverside construction papers from Pacon Corporation as the color targets. We also used
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x-rite spectrophotometer to measure the XYZ value of each color target, and the
measurement is list in Table. 3.1.
Table 3.1.
The measured XYZ value of color targets
Color

X

Y

Z

Black

4.49

4.72

5.29

Brown 13.55

13.01

Green

20.08

Blue
Red

Color

X

Y

Z

Light Blue

34.68

39.28

51.22

11.81

Orange

41.57

31.42

16.03

30.31

21.12

Pink

52.48

44.37

47.47

20.49

19.90

50.89

Yellow

55.52

60.49

20.55

27.19

17.20

12.29

White

73.77

77.56

82.43

Follow the steps in Sec. 3.2.2 with the above targets, and we can obtain the nonlinear transformation parameter look-up table and color mapping matrix. First, we
test the algorithm with 2D documents captured by our system. That means we only
need to use the look-up table at height level zero. Figure 3.8 is one pair of examples.
In this experiment, we all convert the corrected image into sRGB color space for displaying purpose. Comparing the shading corrected image with the original document
image, we can see that the background of document is much brighter and shading is
less obvious. The shading correction also affect the color appearance. The color is
clearer than before. Even though there is still some noise remaining, we can say the
new document image is more readable.

(b) Shading-corrected document image (Cropped)

Fig. 3.8. Shading correction example of flat documents.

(a) Original document image (Cropped)
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Next, we apply the our algorithm to non-flat documents, and we need to use all
the parameter look-up tables at different height levels. Observe the example shown
in Fig. 3.9. The first figure is the raw captured image, the second one is the shadingcorrected image if we do not consider the depth dependence. That means we do
not use the depth map information of the scanned open book, and treat it as a flat
document. The shading correction result in the second image is over-compensated
for the areas having larger height values. The third image is the shading correction
result using the depth map information. Comparing it with the second image, the text
contract is much higher. We can also notice that the shading problem is mitigated
significantly in most place even though the glare is not removed in the third figure.
In addition, the color of the document is look natural in the third image, and there
is no noticeable color distortion.
Our goal of this method is to develop an algorithm that can easily correct the
non-uniform shading of color document images captured by a mobile camera module.
To achieve this objective, we decide to utilize the shape information of captured
documents. In our approach, the whole process can be divided into two phases.
The first one is to calibrate the capturing system for shading correction in advance.
That means we need to model the color information acquiring process. Collect all
the parameters of the model for each position, and we can conveniently reduce the
shading issue in correction process. Even though the table generation is super timeconsuming, this one-time off-line preparation will not decrease the efficiency of the
real-time correction. Our experiment is run at a computer with Intel Xeon 3.20GHz
CPU. To correct the shading of a 1232×1640 document image, the whole process can
complete in 3 seconds for flat documents and in 12 seconds for non-flat documents.
Based on the experimental result, we can say that the result is quite close to our
initial objective. The shading correction does raise the readability of the document
images, and the correction process does not destroy the overall color balance. Currently, we did not include the dependence of the angle between the normal vector on
the surface and the direction of the light source as normal refelction models, like Lam-
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(a) Original document image (Cropped)

(b) Shading-corrected document image without
depth map (Cropped)

(c)

Shading-corrected

document

image

(Cropped)

Fig. 3.9. Shading correction example of the non-flat documents.
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bertian model, Phong reflection model [34], or Oren-Nayar reflectance model [35], for
the scattered light in our look-up table shading algorithm. According to our testing
results, the angle dependence did not improve the shading correction quality, and in
most of time, it will even degrade the result. Hence, we chose not to include the angle
dependence in our method.

3.2.4

Simplification

Based on the experimental results, the algorithm introduced above can generate
good result; however, the time to generate the look-up table is quite time-consuming.
Even though this process will not affect the efficiency of shading correction process,
it is a nature reaction that we still want to see whether there is a chance we can
simplify the table generation process.

Linear Model
First, let’s observe the data we got from the generated look-up table. When we use
the capture system to take the pictures of target images at different height level, we
can choose to save the raw image data. If these raw images are used to generate the
look-up table by the aforementioned process, the values of power parameters br , bg , bb
in Eq. 3.4 are varying around but close to 1. Figure 3.10 is the illustration of the value
of power parameter br , and the mean values among all pixel in our experimental result
of br , bg , and bb at 0mm height level are 1.0472, 1.0525, and 1.1109, respectively. Also,
comparing it with the captured image of the brightest target, i.e. the white target,
at 0mm height level from the platen, we can find that the variation of b-value seems
not dependent on the strength of lighting. Here, we believe the stronger strength
of lighting will lead to brighter pixel value in the capture image. Therefore, we can
consider to simplify the model as a linear one:
rp = a0r ∗ (Rp ) + c0r ;

gp = a0g ∗ (Gp ) + c0r ;

bp = a0b ∗ (Bp ) + c0r ,

(3.9)
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The computation of linear regression is way less complex than that of exponential
regression, so using linear model will save us a lot of time to generate the look-up
table.

Fig. 3.10. Visualization of the power parameter br in Eq.3.4 fitting
result among image field.

Figure 3.12(b) is the shading corrected result using the linear model. Comparing it
with the shading corrected result using original nonlinear model shown in Fig. 3.12(a),
we can say the changes among the whole image is not obvious. Both images have good
quality of shading correction result. Hence, we can say the linear model simplification
is a reasonable strategy.

Height dependence
The equation below is the formula to compute the luminance of a point light at
different distances from the light source.
L=

d2 Φ
dAdΩ cos θ

(3.10)

where Φ is the luminous flux, A is the area, Ω is the solid angle, and θ is the angle
between surface normal and the specific direction. We know that, for a point light
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Fig. 3.11. Captured image of the white target at 0mm height from the platen.

source, the lighting covered area is proportional to the square of distance from the light
source. Therefore, we can say the lumiance of a point light is inversely proportional
to the square of distance from the light source.
Next, observe the formula of the tri-stimulus value computation:
Z
Z
X = S(λ)QX (λ)dλ = R(λ)I(λ)QX (λ)dλ
λ

(3.11)

λ

where S(λ) is the stimulus, R(λ) is the reflective, I(λ) is the illuminant, and QX (λ)
is the spectral response function of channel X. According to the above equation,
since the spectral response is fixed, we can say the tri-stimulus is proportional to the
illuminant for a fixed reflective.
Figure 3.13 is the value of parameters a0r and c0r in Eq.3.9 among image plane.
Looking at those figures and Fig.3.11, we can find that the relationship between a0
and the strength of luminance is strong; the parameter values of c0 also has some correlation with the strength of luminance, but it is influenced by the noise. Combining
it with the two properties derived above from Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11, we can infer that
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(a) Shading-corrected document image with exponential model

(b) Shading-corrected document image with linear model

Fig. 3.12. Shading correction example of using different models.
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(a) Parameter a0r

(b) Parameter c0r

Fig. 3.13. Visualization of the parameters a0r and b0r in Eq.3.9 fitting
result among image field.

there should be some relationship between the model parameters and height level. If
we can find this relationship, we can simplify the table generation process even more.
Hence, we assume the parameters a0 and c0 in Eq. 3.9 are inversely proportional to
the square of the distance to the light source. Once we do this, we can save the time
to create the look-up tables for different height level.
To verify this assumption, we checked the value of a0r at different height levels. Use
the parameter values of a0r at 0mm height level as the reference, and then compute
the ratios of a0r at different height level to them among all pixels. The mean values
of the ratios are shown in Table 3.2. Suppose the height of LED light is hLED , and
we can compute the theoretical value of ratio at h level height as follows:

2
hLED
r=
hLED − h

(3.12)

In our experiments, the height of LED light is 215mm. Based on the numbers we
got, the experimental ratios are quite close to the theoretical one. Therefore, we
can say the assumption of parameters a0 and c0 inversely proportional to the square
of the distance to light source is acceptable. Figure 3.14 is the experimental result
using the simplification of the parameters and the height level relationship to correct
the shading. Compared it with the shading correction result in Fig. 3.12(b), the
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Fig. 3.14. Shading correction result using the height relationship simplification.

shading correction results are similar, and both of them are in reasonable quality.
With this simplification, the size of the look-up table for a p × Q resolution camera is
3(channels)×P × Q(resolution)×2(parameters). It reduced a lot compared with our
initial method.
Table 3.2.
The ratios of parameter a0 at different height level
Height(h) : 0mm

Avg. of ratio

Theoretical ratio

42.5mm:0mm

1.5435

1.5535

32.1mm:0mm

1.3890

1.3818

21.5mm:0mm

1.2376

1.2346

10.8mm:0mm

1.1078

1.1086
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3.2.5

Imaging fusion

We attempted to have the algorithm be suitable for as many printing matter as
possible. If the document that we wanted to scan is printed on a gloss paper, it is
natural to have some glare shown in the captured document image due to the active
lighting source. However, our look-up table shading correction method is not able to
handle the glare in the document image because there is no original color information
captured due to the over exposure.
Fortunately, our TopShop capture system has three LED lights located as three
different places. Because of the direction of the light incident angle, the glare generated by the LEDs mounted at varying places are also at different locations on the
surface in the document image. Therefore, we capture the scanned open book three
time using the camera, and each time we turn on one of the three LEDs. As long
as the glare does not show up at the same place in all three captured pictures, we
can have some original color information for each pixel in the document image from
anyone or the combination of them.
What we have to do is to create the corresponding look-up tables for all three
LED lights off-line. Apply the shading correction process introduced in this section
to mitigate the non-uniformity situation of all three captured 2D reference images
taken under different LED light turned on with matching look-up tables. Then, we
can use the image fusion technique to combine the shading correction results. Here,
we decided to use the method developed in Ref. 36 and 37 to fuse our results. In
this method, there are three major characteristics are considered to determine how
to merge those shading-corrected images, and they are: contrast C, saturation S,
and well-exposedness W of the images. The weight of each pixel from each shadingcorrected image in the fused result is dependent on those three characteristics. The
characteristics are computed as follows.
• Saturation

r
S(p, i) =

T (p, i)
,
3

(3.13)
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where T (p, i) = (R(p, i) − µ(p, i))2 + (G(p, i) − µ(p, i))2 + (B(p, i) − µ(p, i))2 ,
and µ(p, i) is the mean of the RGB values at the p-th pixel in the i-th image.
• Contrast
C(p, i) = |H ∗ Vgray (i)|(p),

(3.14)

where H is the Laplacian filter, Vgray (i) = 0.2989R(i) + 0.5870G(i) + 0.1140B(i)
is the grayscale value of the i-th input image, R(i), G(i), and B(i) are the
red, green, and blue channels, respectively, of the i-th image, and | · |(p) is the
absolute value of the p-th pixel.
• Well-exposedness

−(R(p, i) − 0.5)2
E(p, i) = exp
·
0.008


−(G(p, i) − 0.5)2
exp
·
0.008


−(B(p, i) − 0.5)2
exp
,
0.008


(3.15)

where R(p, i), G(p, i), and B(p, i) have been normalized to lie between 0 and 1.
The weight of the p-th pixel in i-th input image is equal to the product of the values
of the three characteristics: W (p, i) = S(p, i) · C(p, i) · E(p, i). In the final weight
map, these values are normalized at each pixel to sum to one. After that, apply the
Gaussian and Laplace pyramid decomposition and composition [38] to integrate the
final fused image. Figure 3.15 is one example of this image fusion. We can see there
is obvious glare in all three original shading-corrected image in Figs. 3.15(a), 3.15(b),
and 3.15(c), and the glare almost vanishes in the fused result in Fig. 3.15(d).
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(a) Shading-corrected image under center LED

(b) Shading-corrected image under right LED

Fig. 3.15. Example of fusing shading-corrected images.
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(c) Shading-corrected image under left LED

(d) Fused shading-corrected image

Fig. 3.15. Example of fusing shading-corrected images (continued).
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4. SURFACE FLATTENING
4.1

Book Spine Location Detection
When we scan an open book, the location of book spine in the world coordinate

system is an important input for us to implement the paper flattening process. There
are several critical information hidden behind the spine location. For example, if the
two pages of an open book are needed to be handled separately, we have to know
the location of book spine to divide the points in the point cloud into two groups.
That means, if we have a plane perpendicular to the capture system platen and on
the location of the book spine, the 3D points in different side of that plane belong to
different pages. Then, in the later paper flattening procedure, we can deal with each
page’s group of points independently to generate the de-warped document image page
by page. In addition, due to the effect of the book binding, page surface usually has
smaller curvature along the direction of the book spine. This phenomenon is also one
of the key factors we can treat the open book differently from other random warped
paper, and it will help reduce the complexity of flattening procedure. Therefore, it is
essential to find the location of the open book before starting the flattening steps.

4.1.1

Fixed spine location method

The most intuitive way to know the location of book spine is to fix the location
of book spine during the scanning phase for all scanned document. In other words,
we can designate a location for the book spine, and the scanned book is required
to be placed in a restricted way such that the book spine is at the specific place.
Since there is at least a projector in our capture system, the above strategy can be
easily implemented as follows. Before scanning the object, the projector projects a
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straight line in the middle area of the platen. Let’s call the straight line pattern as
the ”spine straight line”. When users place the book on the platen, they will be
asked to slightly move the book such that the straight line is exactly projected on the
book spine. After the manual adjustment, the capture system can begin the normal
scanning procedure. Figure 4.1

Fig. 4.1. Example of how the spine straight line pattern works.

If the straight line structured-light pattern is used to scan the object, we can
let the spine straight line be one of the vertical line patterns in the pattern series.
Then, it is not difficult to know which points in the scanning point cloud result data
belong to the book spine, and we can use those points to estimate the location of
book spine. If M-array pattern is used in the capture system, we need to physically
measure the location of the projected spine straight line pattern on the platen without
scanned objects. Once we know the measurement, we can store this information in
the program, and it will be used to separate the points of pages for all input open
book scanning results.

4.1.2

User indication method

If we want to apply the paper flattening algorithm to some 3D scanning result
that already exist, then we need to invent another way to find the location of book
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spine since it is highly possible there is no spine information in the 3D scanning result
captured without projecting the spine straight line first. An rough estimation of the
spine location can be made through the 2D reference image. What we need to do is,
popping a window to show the 2D reference image, and asking the user to indicate
the location of the book spine by drawing a straight line on top of it in the pop-up
window.
To transfer the location of the book spine from 2D image plane to 3D world coordinate system, we still need one more restriction to determine exactly one solution.
Here, we make an simple assumption of the book spine: the book spine is parallel to
but slightly above the scanning platen. Obviously, it may not be a precise assumption due to the uncertainty of the thickness of the book, but it will give us a close
solution for the position of the book spine in the world coordinate system. Empirically, we set the height of the spine to be 5mm in our experiments. To calculate the
numerical value of the spine location, we will need to use the calibration result of the
capture system. From the system calibration result, we knew the intrinsic parameters
of the camera, the extrinsic parameters between the camera coordinate system and
world coordinate system, and the distortion factors. With the assumption we made,
it becomes easy to find out the estimated position of the book spine in the world
coordinate system, Lspine .
We used two end points to define the straight line Lspine . Assume one end point of
the book spine in the world coordinate system is (xsp,w , ysp,w , zsp,w ), and the spine is h
mm higher above the scanning platen, i.e. zsp,w = h. With the extrinsic parameters,
we can derive the normalize coordinate of this point as a function of two unknown
xsp,w and ysp,w as follows.





xsp,c
xsp,w
x




 sp,w





 ysp,c  = Rc  ysp,w  + Tc = Rc  ysp,w





zsp,c
zsp,w
h

 

xsp,c
xsp,n

 =  zsp,c  ,
ysp,c
ysp,n
zsp,c




 + Tc ,


(4.1a)

(4.1b)
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where Rc and Tc are the rotation matrix and the translation vector from world
coordinate system to camera coordinate system, respectively, and (xsp,n , ysp,n ) is the
normalized coordinate. If users indicate this certain end point of the book spine is
located at pixel (xsp,i , ysp,i ) in the 2D reference image, then we can use the formulas
below to compute the normalized coordinate as well.



x
x
 sp,d 
 sp,i


−1 
 ysp,d  = KKc  ysp,i



1
1

f (x, y) =

1 + kc1 r2 + kc2 r4 + kc5 r


6

+







(4.2a)

2

2

2kc3 xy + kc4 (r + x )
2

2

kc3 (r + y ) + 2kc4 xy





−

xsp,d
yspd




2

,

(4.2b)
(xsp,n , ysp,n ) = arg min f (x, y),
x,y

(4.2c)

where r2 = x2 + y 2 , kc is the lens distortion coefficients, and KKc is the camera matrix. We used the Newton’s method [39] to compute the optimal solution in Eq. 4.2c.
Comparing the result of normalized coordiante in Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 element by
element, there are two equations with two unknowns. Therefore, we can come up
with a unique pair of the solutions for xsp,w and ysp,w , and (xsp,w , ysp,w , h) will be the
world coordinate of one end point of the book spine. Applying the same procedure
to the other end point of the book spine, the segment between those two end points
is the estimated location of the book spine in the world coordinate system.

4.1.3

Shading map extraction method

If we want to have a more robust scanning and flattening process, i.e., as less user
manual work as possible, we can try to infer the position of the book spine simply
based on the 2D texture image. Here, if the inpainting method is used to correct the
shading in the document image, we can utilize the shading estimation image generated during the shading correction process. Note that, we only can use the shading
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estimation result of the scanned document in the following process. Otherwise, the
background objects will affect the accuracy of the spine detection process.
Figure 4.2(b) is one example of the shading estimation image of the document
region image Fig. 4.2(a). Observing the shading estimation image and comparing it
with its document region image, we can see that the shading conditions of the two
sides of the book spine have outward difference. This is a common situation for most
cases, so we chose to use this characteristic to locate the position of the book spine
in the 2D reference image. Currently, we decided to do the exhaustive key search to
find the most likely position of the book spine. That means we will have to check
every possible vertical-ish straight line in the 2D image. One pixel in the top row of
the document region image can compose a vertical-ish straight line with one pixel in
the bottom row.
Since exhaustive key search is quite time consuming, we should narrow down our
search range as much as possible. Almost in all the cases, the book spine is located
near the horizontal center of the document region. Therefore, we only have to test
the vertical-ish straight lines in the center half area. In other words, if we horizontally
divide the document region into four equal parts, the vertical-ish straight lines in the
combination of the second and third quarters are the only probable candidates for
the book spine position.
We used a simple way to examine and to find out the position of the book spine.
For each book spine candidate straight line, we compute the absolute shading difference of the two sides of the line for each row. Sum up all the absolute values of the
shading difference computed from each rows. We say that the straight line having the
largest accumulative difference value is the most likely answer for the position of the
book spine in the 2D reference image. Once we know the spine in the 2D reference
image, we can follow the same procedure in Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 as the user indication
method mentioned previously to estimate the location of the book spine in the world
coordinate system. The yellow line in Fig. 4.3 is the spine detection result of the
shading image in Fig. 4.2.
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(a) Document region image

(b) Shading estimation of the document region image

Fig. 4.2. Example of the shading estimation that we can use to find
the position of the book spine.
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Fig. 4.3. Shading map extraction spine detection result of the shading
estimation image in Fig. 4.2.

4.1.4

Smallest curvature method

If we use the look-up table method to do the shading correction, there will be no
shading estimation image of the document image. Therefore, we will not be able to
use the shading map extraction method to find the location of the book spine. In
order to handle this issue, we attempted to directly utilize the point cloud information
to find the position of book spine.
As we mentioned earlier in this section, the direction of book spine is usually
the direction in which most points on the book surface have the smallest curvature.
The strategy here is to use the point cloud location information to find the smallest
curvature direction of each point on the surface, and then exploit those directions to
find the location of the book spine. To accomplish that, we adopted the concept from
the differential geometry [40] [41] [42]. Due to the measuring error or the uncertainty
of the surface shape, the direction of smallest curvature may not be unanimous among
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all points. Thus we are going to find the direction in which most points have smallest
curvature.
The curvature is well defined in 2D. Given a point t on a curve C in 2D, the
curvature at t on C is defined as the reciprocal of the radius of the osculating circle
at t on C. Next question is how to find the osculating circle. Assume there are two
points t−1 and t1 on C located at different sides of t, and we can create a unique circle
that passes all those three points. As t−1 and t1 are infinitely close to t, this unique
circle is called the osculating circle at t on C.
In 3D world, if we want to calculate the curvature of a point on a surface, we need
to know that a point might have different curvature along different directions. For
this reason, we should appoint a direction first, and then we can treat the curvature
computation in that direction as in 2D case.

Fig. 4.4. Illustration of the surface curvature.

Suppose we have a point t = (xt , yt , zt ) on a surface S, and the surface S can be
expressed as S = {(x, y, f (x, y) : (x, y) ⊂ A)} in the x-y-z coordinate, where A is
a continuous sub-area on x-y plane. If there exists a plane Pθ that is perpendicular
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to x-y plane and contains point t, the intersection of this plane with x-y plane is a
straight line with an included angle θ to x-axis. The intersection of Pθ and S will be
a curve, denoted as Cθ , and t is also on Cθ . We say the curvature at t on Cθ is the
curvature at t on S in θ direction, and denote the curvature as Kθ . Figure 4.4 is the
illustration of the interaction of the surface and both x-y plane and Pθ .
We can use the formula below to compute the curvature Kθ :
N̂ =

Sx × Sy
,
|Sx × Sy |

L = N̂ · Sxx , M = N̂ · Sxy , L = N̂ · Syy ,





cos θ
L M
cos θ
 = [ cos θ sin θ ] 

,
Kθ = [ cos θ sin θ ]D 
sin θ
M O
sin θ

(4.3a)
(4.3b)
(4.3c)

where N̂ is the normal vector of S, Si is the first derivative along i-axis, and Sij is
the second derivative along i-axis and j-axis. For each θ, we can get one curvature
value, and we want to find the directions with largest and smallest curvature values.
Theoretically, the eigenvalue of matrix D will be largest and smallest curvatures of
surface S at point t, and the corresponding normalized eigenvectors are the directions
of those curvatures respectively. Let’s say these two eigenvectors are [cos θ1 ; sin θ1 ]
and [cos θ2 ; sin θ2 ], and these two vectors will be orthogonal to each other. That
means, at any point on a surface, the directions of its largest and smallest curvature
will be perpendicular to each other. Later, we are going to use this property to find
the direction of book spine and to flatten the surface.
However, we are not able to directly apply the above formulas to our data since the
captured data we have are only scattered points of the surface, instead of the function
of the surface S. Therefore, in order to apply the above theory to our discrete data, we
should determine how to estimate the derivatives first. Also, the point cloud we have
usually is not normally distributed, so it will be difficult to estimate the derivatives.
What we can do is to interpolate the data to generate a regular grid data to simplify
the computation complexity. In this implementation, we follow the steps below to
create the grid data:
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1. Project all the points of the open book surface along z-axis onto x-y plane
2. Find the minimum and maximum in both x and y directions, and use those
values to determine the range of the regular grid
3. Select the proper density of grid point to create a regular grid
4. Use the triangulation-based linear interpolation [43] [44] to determine the z
value of each grid point based on the original capture data
About the Step 3 in the above list, the proper density of grid data can be chosen
as similar but slightly denser or as twice dense compared with the density of the
captured data. Let’s say the interval between the neighborhood grid points is hgd in
both axes, and the interpolated data set f 0 is a m × n array, where m and n are the
numbers of grid points in x and y axes respectively.
Once we have the regular grid data, we use the finite difference approximation to
estimate the value of derivatives. Here is the numerical formulas we used to compute
the derivatives at grid point (i, j):

f 0 [i + 1, j] − f 0 [i − 1, j]
Sx [i, j] =
= 1; 0;
;
2hgd


f 0 [i, j + 1] − f 0 [i, j − 1]
0
Sy [i, j] = [0; 1; fy ] = 0; 1;
;
2hgd
"
#
0
0
0
f
[i
+
1,
j]
+
f
[i
−
1,
j]
−
2f
[i,
j]
0
Sxx [i, j] = [0; 0; fxx
] = 0; 0;
;
h2gd
"
#
0
0
0
f
[i,
j
+
1]
+
f
[i,
j
−
1]
−
2f
[i,
j]
0
Syy [i, j] = [0; 0; fyy
] = 0; 0;
;
h2gd
[1; 0; fx0 ]



(4.4a)

(4.4b)
(4.4c)

(4.4d)

0
Sxy [i, j] = [0; 0; fxy
]
(4.4e)
"
#
0
0
0
0
f [i + 1, j + 1] + f [i − 1, j − 1] − f [i + 1, j − 1] − f [i − 1, j + 1]
= 0; 0;
;
4h2gd

(4.4f)
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Apply the above result into Eq. 4.3, we can get the values of N̂ and D.
[−fx0 ; −fy0 ; 1]
,
N̂ =
|[−fx0 ; −fy0 ; 1]|
L=

0
fxx
|[−fx0 ;−fy0 ;1]|

, M=

0
fxy
0
|[−fx ;−fy0 ;1]|


D=

1
|[−fx0 ; −fy0 ; 1]|



(4.5a)

, L=

0
0
fxx
fxy
0
fxy

0
fyy

0
fyy
0
|[−fx ;−fy0 ;1]|

,

(4.5b)


.

(4.5c)

According to Eq. 4.4, it needs data from neighbors to compute the derivatives. For
a given m × n grid data f 0 [i, j], only the central (m − 2) × (n − 2) elements are well
defined, and we will only use those well-defined result to find the direction that has
maximal number of points having the smallest curvature in that direction.
Since we only need to know the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest and
smallest eigenvalues, we can ignore the denominator term |[−fx0 ; −fy0 ; 1]| to simplify
the computation of finding the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of D. The eigenvalues
of matrix are signed value, so are the curvatures. In our situation, only the magnitude
matters, so we compare the absolute value of the eigenvalues to find which eigenvector
corresponds to the largest curvature and which eigenvector corresponds to the smallest
one.
Now, we know the way to find the direction of the smallest curvature at each
point on a surface, so our next question is how to find the direction of book spine
with it. Due to the effect of the measuring error and the impact that the page surface
is possible curving slightly in other directions, the smallest curvature directions of all
points on the surface could be distributed among the whole possible range. If the
smallest curvature direction of each points is known, our mission is to reasonably pick
the spine direction from them. The most intuitive way is to compute the mean value
of those directions. Because of the circular property, i.e. 0 degree included angle is
equivalent to 180 degree included angle, we cannot directly compute the mean value
of all computed smallest curvature directions. Alternatively, there are some other
doable options.
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One possible way is to treat the curvatures of a point on a surface in all direction
as an ellipse. In 2D world, an ellipse can be expressed in a 2 × 2 matrix A,


a b
,
A=
b c

(4.6)

where det(A) > 0 and the two eigenvectors of this matrix are the semi-major and
semi-minor axes of the ellipse. Compare it with the matrix D in Eq. 4.3, and then
we can regard the curvatures of each point as an ellipse. Then, we tried to fit the
curvature ellipses of all points into one. In other words, calculate the average of the
curvature matrices Ds,
Npt
1 X
D=
Di ,
Npt i=1

(4.7)

where Npt is the total number of valid points on the surface, and Di is the curvature
matrix D in Eq. 4.3 of i-th point on the surface. Compute the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of D, and we say the eigenvector corresponding to the smaller absolute
eigenvalue is the rough estimation of the book spine direction.
Another way to compute the mean of the computed least curved directions is
considering a point’s smallest curvature direction as one point on the unit circle, and
selecting the direction of the center of mass to be the mean direction. That means,
if the included angle of the smallest curvature direction of i-th point to x-axis is θi ,
then the corresponding point is located at (cos θi , sin θi ) on the unit circle. However,
the range of included angle of the smallest curvature direction is from 0 degree to
180 degree, so the center of mass does not reserve the circular property. To solve this
issue, we can place the point with θi included angle for smallest curvature direction
at (cos (2θi ), sin (2θi )) instead. Subsequently, the formulas to calculate the center of
mass become:
(xmass , ymass ) =

!
Npt
Npt
1 X
1 X
cos (2θi ),
sin (2θi ) ,
Npt i=1
Npt i=1

(4.8a)
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θmass





−1 ymass


tan
if xmass ≥ 0, ymass ≥ 0

xmass




= tan−1 ymass + 180 if xmass < 0
xmass







tan−1 ymass + 360 if xmass ≤ 0, ymass < 0
xmass

Then, the roughly estimated included angle of the book spine direction is

(4.8b)

θmass
.
2

However, in most of cases, the smallest curvature directions do not distributed
symmetrically to the maximum occurrence direction, i.e. the spine direction theoretically, in the range of 0 to 180 degree. Hence, the mean value might not be an accurate
estimation of the spine direction. Therefore, we came up with the third way to find
the estimation of the spine direction, and it utilizes the statistics of the histogram.
The histogram plot is used to gather the statistics of the distribution of the smallest curvature directions among all points. In the histogram, the directions are also
represented by the included angle to x-axis from 0 to 180 degree. Figure 4.5 is one
instance. We first select the interval of the bin having most points to be the potential
range that the least curve direction is in. If its neighborhood bins also have similar
amount of points, for example not less than three fourths of the maximal occurrence
amount, we include the neiborhood bins as well. Due to the circular character of angle, when we check the neighborhood bins, we should regard the first bin and last bin
are neighbors to each other. The number of bins in the histogram should be carefully
chosen. Too many bins will led to an unclear maximum, and too few bins cannot not
narrow down the potential range of the spine direction. Empirically, we chose to have
eighteen(18) bins, such that the size of each bin is 10 degree out of 180 degree. Once
we determine the potential range of least curve direction, we compute the mean of
the angle values in those bins. We say the average value is the rough estimation of
the least curve direction of the surface, denoted as θmin . When computing the mean
value, we should be mindful of the case that both first and last bins are both included.
In that case, we will subtract the values of the points in right half side bins by 180
degree.
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Fig. 4.5. Histogram of the smallest curvature directions.

We tested all three above methods to a set of captured data to estimate the rough
direction of its book spine. We rotated the captured data with different angles first
and tested our method to all sets of rotated data. Table 4.1 is the result of it. We
also tested the three methods with different captured data sets, and Table 4.2 is
the result of it. We used the detection result from the user indication method as
the ground truth. Comparing the experimental results of the three methods, we can
notice that the estimation results of histogram method from both tables are closer
to the ground truths in most cases. Therefore, we decided to adopt the histogram
method to estimate the rough direction of book spine.
Usually, the value of θmin is easily impacted by the size of bin. Observing the last
column in Table 4.1, and we can see that the mean values inclined to be the multiple
of 5. The reason of that is the size we chose for each bin is 10 degree, so the mean
value will be more possible to be in the center or in the bounder of the range of a bin,
depending on how many bins are in the potential range. Therefore, we must refine
the rough estimated result of least curve direction.
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Table 4.1.
The example of the rough spine detection experimental result with
same captured data in different rotation angles (Unit: degree)
Rotation

Ground

Ellipse

Center

Histogram

Angle

Truth

Fitting

of Mass

Mean

0

89.6480

96.0480

96.0150

89.6337

10

99.6480

117.1673 108.2786

99.0953

15

104.6480 115.9889 111.9836

100.5826

28

117.6480 121.9170 123.1928

115.2155

42

131.6480 133.7944 139.2057

130.8367

65

154.6480 152.7018 163.1247

160.0791

90

179.6480 183.0813 180.9424

180.2887

Table 4.2.
The example of the rough spine detection experimental result with
different captured data (Unit: degree)
Sample

Ground

Ellipse

Center

Histogram

No.

Truth

Fitting

of Mass

Mean

1

89.6480

96.0480

96.0150

89.6337

2

89.6299

90.8894 113.8010

89.9121

3

91.4004

92.7601

95.6182

90.7409

4

90.1956

94.2630

93.6237

90.5607

5

90.2009

92.9772

92.3563

90.0131

So far, only the rough direction with smallest curvature is detected, and we still
need to find the exact location of the book spine. The rough estimation of the spine
direction can also be refined by the following location detection process. First, we
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need to rotate and to re-interpolate the captured data points. The rotation angle θr
should be 90 − θmin , such that the direction of book spine will be almost parallel to
y-axis, and the rotation matrix that all points are multiplied to is:


cos θr − sin θr 0




R =  sin θr cos θr 0 


0
0
1

(4.9)

Then, we follow the same steps before to interpolate the rotated data to generate
regular grid data f 00 [i, j], and we will use those newly interpolated data to find the
book spine.

(a) Data mean along y-axis

(b) Gradient of data mean to x-axis

Fig. 4.6. Example of the mean value of rotated captured data along
y-axis and its gradient plot.

Imagine we use the rotated data to reconstruct the book surface. After the rotation, the direction with smallest curvature is quite parallel to y-axis, so if we average
the z value along y-axis, the outcome will give us a rough idea how the surface change
along x-axis. The process of averaging can help reduce the impact of the measuring
error of captured data. To apply this concept to our discrete data, we compute the
mean value of f 00 [i, j] along y-axis:
n

00
favg
[i]

1 X 00
f [i, j], i = 1, · · · , m,
=
n j=1

(4.10)
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here we assume the size of f 00 [i, j] is m × n. Figure 4.6(a) is an instance of the rotated
00
captured data points and their mean value along y-axis. We can see favg
as sample

points of a curve that is the intersection of the book surface and a plane which is
parallel to x-axis. Observing the gradient of this imaginary curve, such as Fig. 4.6(b),
it should be dramatically change from a considerable negative value to a considerable
positive value around the location of book spine because the shape around the book
spine is like a valley and the location of the book spine is not continuous and not
differentiable. Therefore, we assume the place that has zero gradient and is between
points having the maximum and minimum first derivatives is the location of book
spine. We want to use this phenomenon to find the possible location of book spine,
and here are the steps:
00
1. Compute the first derivative of favg

00
favg,x
(x) =

00
(x)
favg
dx

(4.11)

2. Find the location xmin and xmax that have minimal and maximal gradients
respectively
00
xmin = arg min favg,x
(x)

(4.12a)

00
xmax = arg max favg,x
(x)

(4.12b)

x

x

3. Locate the point x0 between xmin and xmax which has the smallest gradient
magnitude
x0 = arg

min

xmin <x<xmax

00
|favg,x
(x)|

(4.13)

Then we can presume that the x-intercept of book spine is close to x0 at all yintersection.
As we mentioned ahead, the estimation of the direction with smallest curvature
may not be accurate enough, so we are going to find the location of book spine at
each y-intersection. Since we already know the spine will be around x0 , we can do
the similar step above to find the location of spine for each y-intersection, but we
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only need to consider the points around x0 this time. In the experiments, we consider
ten(10) more points in each side of x0 . The reason why we did not consider all points
to find the location of spine for each y-intersection is to decrease the potential impact
of the measuring error. For each y-intersection, here is how we find the spine location:
1. Extract the considered point data from f 00 (x, y)
fj00 (x) = f 00 (x, j), where x = x0 − 10hgd , · · · , x0 + 10hgd

(4.14)

2. Compute the first derivative of fj00
00
fj,x

fj00 (x)
=
dx

(4.15)

3. Find the location xmin and xmax that have minimal and maximal gradients
respectively
00
xj,min = arg min fj,x
(x)

(4.16a)

00
xj,max = arg max fj,x
(x)

(4.16b)

x

x

4. Locate the point xj,0 between xj,min and xj,max which has the smallest gradient
magnitude
xj,0 = arg

min

xj,min <x<xj,max

00
|fj,x
(x)|

(4.17)

5. Linearly interpolate between xj,0 and its neighborhood point that has different sign of first derivative to find the location has zero gradient. Denote that
location as xj,1 .
00
6. Use the values of fj,x
at neighborhood points from each side of xj,0 to fit a

second-order polynomial curve as Fig. 4.7. Compute the values of these two
fitting curves at xj,1 . If both values are lower or equal to the minimum of fj00 (x),
choose the mean value to be the final estimation zj,1 . Otherwise, choose the
one that lower or equal to the minimum of fj00 (x) to be the final estimation
zj,1 . (xj,1 , zj,1 ) is the estimated spine point at j-intersection. If both values are
larger than the minimum of fj00 (x), then there is no spine location detected for
j-intersection.
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00
(a) If fj,x
(xj,0 ) = 0, use groups of points {(x, j) : xj,o − 4hgd ≤ x ≤ xj,0 } and

{(x, j) : xj,o ≤ x ≤ xj,0 + 4hgd } respectively to fit the polynomial curve
00
00
(b) If fj,x
(xj,0 ) < 0 and fj,x
(xj,0 + hgd ) > 0, use groups of points {(x, j) :

xj,o −4hgd ≤ x ≤ xj,0 } and {(x, j) : xj,o +hgd ≤ x ≤ xj,0 +5hgd } respectively
to fit the polynomial curve
00
00
(xj,0 − hgd ) < 0, use groups of points {(x, j) :
(xj,0 ) > 0 and fj,x
(c) If fj,x

xj,o −5hgd ≤ x ≤ xj,0 −hgd } and {(x, j) : xj,o ≤ x ≤ xj,0 +4hgd } respectively
to fit the polynomial curve
(d) Otherwise, say there is no reasonable estimation
7. If successfully estimate the location of spine point in last step, record the result
(xj,1 , j, zj,1 )
Finally, we use the linear regression to fit all estimated spine points into a straight
line to be the estimation of the book spine. The estimated book spine location will
be used for the surface flattening process. The black line in Fig. 4.8 is an example of
the spine location detection result.
To test this spine detection approach, we applied it to the same set of captured
data as Table 4.1, and Table 4.3 is the refined testing result. We can see that the
estimation of the spine direction from the smallest curvature spine detection method
is quite close to the ground truth, no matter how large the rotation angles are. Hence,
the spine location detection process helps refine the spine direction result from the
mean value of histogram, the accuracy of which is affected by the rotation angles.
We also tested the smallest curvature book spine detection method with other captured data sets as Table 4.2, and Table 4.4 is the experimental result. The absolute
differences between the results from the smallest curvature spine detection method
and the ground truths, i.e. user indication method results, are all smaller than 1.5
degree, and the average difference is about 0.74 degree. Comparing them to the whole
possible range, i.e. 0 to 180 degree, the differences are all less than 1%. Therefore,
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Fig. 4.7. Example of the spine location detection in one y-intersection.

Fig. 4.8. Example of the smallest curvature spine location detection result.

we can believe the smallest curvature spine detection method can give us dependable
results.
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Table 4.3.
The example of the spine detection experimental final result with same
captured data in different rotation angles (Unit: degree)
Rotation

Ground

Histogram Final Refined

Angle

Truth

Mean

Result

0

89.6480

89.6337

89.7380

10

99.6480

99.0953

99.2271

15

104.6480

100.5826

104.6486

28

117.6480

115.2155

117.6411

42

131.6480

130.8367

131.5594

65

154.6480

160.0791

155.2037

90

179.6480

180.2887

179.9755

Table 4.4.
The spine detection experimental final results with different captured
data (Unit: degree)
Sample

Ground

Smallest

Absolute

No.

Truth

Curvature

Difference

1

89.6480

89.7380

0.0900

2

89.6299

91.1129

1.4830

3

91.4004

91.0240

0.3764

4

90.1956

90.6139

0.4183

5

90.2009

88.8522

1.3487

Avg.

4.2

0.7433

Particle-Based Model Approach
The first proposed method for book flattening is the particle-based model ap-

proach. The 3D files generated from the capture system have the depth map infor-
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mation of the scanned book. The 3D file format that we use is VRML (Virtual Reality
Modeling Language) file, and the surface of the book is composed with point cloud
and corresponding triangulation. We can know the world coordinates of all points in
point cloud from the 3D file. In this approach, we regard all the points in the point
cloud as particles in the physical world.
For the particle model approach introduced in Ref 16, they regarded the points
in the point cloud as the particles in the physical world. The particles fall down on a
plane obeying the Newton’s laws of motion. There are two forces affecting the motion:
the gravitational force and the drag force between the connected particles. The only
restriction about the movement of particles is that they regarded the connecting link
between each pair of particles as a stick. Therefore, they attempted to keep the length
of the sticks during the movement of particles. The falling process for particles is an
iterative progress. In each iteration, the particles fall down for a certain period of
time until they reach the base plane. The algorithm will find out the best movement
among all particles such that the length of the sticks are as close to their initial
conditions as possible. The falling movement of the particles is flexible. The particles
can move to any directions during one iteration. Therefore, the optimization process
is quite time-consuming. Since the target of our problem is thick binding books, it
is reasonable to make an assumption about the surface of the pages: the pages are
simply and only warped in one direction. This assumption would greatly reduce the
computational complexity.

4.2.1

Particle falling process

From the 3D VRML file, we can get the triangulation of the book surface in the
world coordinate system. The goal of this process is to make the curve mesh flattened
and to keep the length between each connected pair of points in the mesh. Since we
make an assumption about the shape of the surface, we can constrain the particles
only moving along the curved direction.
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First, find out the particle po that is closest to the center among the whole points
in the triangulation. Let po vertically fall down on the plane. Suppose the curved
direction is in y-axis. Next, we find the neighbor particles pi that are connected to
po . Let them vertically fall down on the plane as well, and move them away from
the particle po such that the distance between po and pi is the same as the distance
in the original triangulation. Let pi be the next po , and then continue above process
until all particles are on the plane. Once the particles are laid down on the plane, we
do not change their position if the length restriction from other particles with them
is not met. Therefore, some lengths of the sticks may not keep the same. In the end
of this process, we would have a triangulation that is totally flattened. In order to
successfully run the algorithm, all the particles are connected in the triangulation.
That means we always can find a path along the mesh from any particle to any other
particle in the point cloud.

4.2.2

Output image generation

The final step of this approach is to generate the flattened document image. After
previous falling process, we will derive a 2D mesh. We create the output image based
on the new position of the particles in that 2D mesh. First, we need to determine
the resolution of the output image. We want the output image to have similar size
as the 2D reference image. Find out the largest distance between any particles in the
new 2D mesh along both x-axis and y-axis, and denote the largest distances as dx,max
and dy,max , respectively. Suppose the resolution of the 2D reference image is M × N .
If the aspect ratio

dy,max
dx,max

is small than the the aspect ratio of texture image

set the resolution of the output image M ∗ × N ∗ as

N ·dy,max
dx,max

M
,
N

we

× N ; otherwise, we set

x,max
M ∗ × N ∗ as M × Md·dy,max
. The pixel size of output images lpixel is

dx,max
N∗

=

dy,max
.
M∗

With

this information, we can deduce the position of each particle in the output image.
From the VRML file, we know the corresponding pixel position in the 2D reference
image of each point in the point cloud. Therefore, we can find out the RGB values
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Fig. 4.9. Illustration of how to find the corresponding pixel between
the output image and the 2D reference image.

for the pixels that belong to those particles. Our next problem is how to interpolate
the remaining pixels’ RGB values in the output image. For the pixel pP that does
not belong to any particles, we first want to know which triangle it is surrounded
by in the flattened mesh. Calculate its relative position relationship in that triangle.
Suppose that triangle is composed of these three particles pA , pB , and pC , and the
corresponding pixel positions of these three particles in the 2D reference image are
pa , pb , and pc . Compose a triangle with these three apexes in the reference image.
This triangle 4abc is not necessary to be the same shape of 4ABC. Using the same
relative position relationship among three apexes, find out its corresponding pixel pp
in the 2D reference image. Fig. 4.9 is an example of the concept of relative position
relationship. Then the RGB value of the pixel pP is the RBG value of the pixel pp in
the 2D reference image. Apply this process for all pixels, and then we can create the
output flattened image.

4.2.3

Experimental results

Using the TopShot capture system introduced in Sec. 2.2, we generated some
testing data. Then, we applied the inpainting shading correction method mentioned
in Sec. 3.1 to those test examples. After that, we used the modified particle-based
model flattening algorithm to flatten the page surface. Figure 4.10 is one experimental
result from it. Even though there exist some twisty artifacts in the flattened image,
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most text baselines of the content look more straight than they in the original captured
image. Here, we say the particle-based model approach can flatten the text baseline
in the document image, but, at the same time, it also generate some other kinds
of distortion in the result image. One possible reason of that issue is this method
having a strong assumption about the document surface, but not all scanned open
books completely fit that assumption. Another possible reason is the depth map
information from the capture system might not be hundred percent accurate, so the
measuring error leads to the new distortion.

4.3

Surface Fitting Approach
The second method we developed for the book flattening is called the surface

fitting approach, and it is totally different from the particle model concept. The
basic idea of it is first to estimate the shape of the book surface and then to directly
generate the flattening result image according to the surface estimation. Also, the
assumption about the open book surface can be loosened a little. For this approach,
we assume the surface majorly curves along one direction, but it might be slightly
curved in other direction.

4.3.1

Geometrical surface fitting

When capturing an open book using a camera, we usually put it down on a flat
table or platen. In this situation, the pages of the open book are curved, and approximately form two cylindrical surfaces. Observing either one of these two surfaces, we
note that the curvature in the direction along the book spine is much smaller than the
curvature in the direction perpendicular to the spine. Let’s say the direction along
the book spine is vspine , and the perpendicular direction is vcross as shown in Fig. 4.11.
Therefore, we will assume: (1) the surface of each page of the book to be scanned can
be modeled as a surface composed of infinitely many adjacent smooth curves lying
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(a) 2D reference image

(b) Flattened document image

Fig. 4.10. Example of the particle-based model surface flattening
approach experimental result.
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Fig. 4.11. Illustration of vspine and vcross on an open book.

in the direction vcross ; and (2) the gradient of the surface in the direction vspine is
relatively small.

System model
To achieve the goal of this project, our algorithm first estimates the shape of the
book surface using depth map information, and then directly generates the flattened
images of the two pages according to the surface estimation. With the assumptions
in preceding paragraph, the problem can be simplified to modeling the shape of the
open book as a series of simple curves, instead of a 3D surface. These curves are
represented with a simple geometric model such as a degree three polynomial, i.e.
a cubic function. The spacing of these curves along the direction vspine is limited
by the density of the points in the 3D point cloud. Therefore, we model the open
book surface with a reasonable amount of curve equations, and assume surface shape
between curves changes gradually. Compared with a regular cylindrical surface, this
gives us more possibilities for the shape of the open book surface.
Now, let’s imagine a coordinate system defined by the three orthogonal vectors
vx , vy , and vz . We choose the normal vector of the platen to be vz and vspine to
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be vy . The normal vector of the platen is usually perpendicular to the book spine.
Then, we determine vx from the cross product vx = vy × vz . Suppose the surface of
the book page is composed of N curves, and the projections of those curves along vz
intersect with the y-axis at {yi }i=1,··· ,N . In our experiment, those intersections are
equally spaced. Then, we can represent each page surface as
Spage = {Ci } = {ai x3 + bi x2 + ci x + di },

(4.18)

where i = 1, · · · , N , and Ci is the curve with projection that intersects the y-axis at
yi .

Model fitting
Our next step is to fit the designed model to the input data. That means that
we need to find the parameters of each curve in Eq. (4.18) from the depth map
information. Since we know the location of the book spine in the world coordinate
system, we can model the left and right pages of the open book separately. Then, we
have to classify the points in the point cloud into two groups, i.e. the right page and
left page point clouds. To achieve this, we also need to know the normal vector of the
plane where we placed the open book and the depth map information of the platen
board, which can be acquired by same 3D capture system.
Using the position information of the platen’s point cloud, we fit all points into
one plane Pplaten in the world coordinate system. Assume the equation of Pplaten is
aplaten x + bplaten y + cplaten z = dplaten .

(4.19)

In our capture system, we let the platen board be placed on x-y plane; so the zdirection coefficient cplaten would not be zero. Then, we can choose to simplify the
equation of the plane Pplaten to
a0platen x + b0platen y + z = d0platen .

(4.20)

Applying linear optimization to the point cloud information of the platen in (4.20),
we can derive an optimal solution for the platen board. Then, we can also derive the
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plane Pborder that contains the book spine Lspine and is perpendicular to the platen
board Pplaten , as well.
Pborder : aborder x + bborder y + cborder z = dborder ,

(4.21a)

(aborder , bborder , cborder ) = vspine × (a0platen , b0platen , 1),

(4.21b)

dborder = aborder xs + bborder ys + cborder zs ,

(4.21c)

where (xs , ys , zs ) is any point belonging to Lspine . This plane Pborder is used to separate
the points of the whole open book surface into the left or right page groups.
Next, we will choose the intersections {yi }i=1,··· ,N in order to fit the curves {Ci }.
To do that, we have to first define a reference plane. In the aforementioned world
coordinate system, we can find an infinite number of parallel planes that are perpendicular to both book spine Lspine and platen plane Pplaten . From this family of planes,
we choose the one that contains the origin (0, 0, 0) to be the reference plane, and
denote it as P0 . Therefore, we have
P0 : aref x + bref y + cref z = 0,

(4.22)

where (aref , bref , cref ) = vspine . With the reference plane defined as above, we can
determine the intersections {yi } forthwith. For each page, we compute the vertical
distance between each point pj = (xj , yj , zj ) in this page’s point cloud to the reference
plane according to:
Dpj ,P0 =

aref xj + bref yj + cref zj
p
.
a2ref + b2ref + c2ref

(4.23)

Here, Dpj ,P0 is a signed distance. The points located on different sides of the reference
plane will have opposite signs. From this information, we can deduce the range over
which points are distributed along the spine direction. Designate Dmax = max{Dpj ,P0 }
j

and Dmin = min{Dpj ,P0 }. Then, the range of the points is from Dmin to Dmax . If the
j

intersections {yi }i=1,··· ,N are equally spaced, we can determine them as follows:
yi = Dmin + (i − 1)
where i = 1, · · · , N .

Dmax − Dmin
,
N −1

(4.24)
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After determining the intersections {yi }i=1,··· ,N , we can find N parallel planes
{Pi }i=1,··· ,N , such that each Pi is parallel to P0 and intersects the y-axis at yi . For
each plane, we will fit one corresponding curve in (4.18) on it. The points in a single
page’s point cloud are divided into N − 1 groups, {Gi }i=1,··· ,N −1 , where pj ∈ Gi if
yi ≤ Dpj ,P0 ≤ yi+1 . Hence, we are going to use the points in Gi−1 and Gi to fit the
curve Ci on Pi for i = 2, · · · , N − 1 and we are going to fit curve C1 using points in
G1 , and curve CN using points in GN −1 . Therefore, all the points in the point cloud
will be used twice to fit the curves. In practice, the number N of parallel planes
{Pi } should be properly chosen depending on the number of available points in the
point cloud to fit the surface. If N is too small, the fitting error between the surface
estimation and the curves might be large. On the other hand, there might not be
sufficient number of points to fit the curve if N is too large. Once the grouping is
completed, we are ready to fit the curves.
For each curve fitting, we project all the points that are to be used onto the
reference plane P0 . For point pj = (xj , yj , zj ), the coordinate pj,⊥ = (xj,⊥ , yj,⊥ , zj,⊥ )
of the projection on plane P0 can be calculated by the following formulas:
xj,⊥ = xj − aref k; yj,⊥ = yj − bref k; zj,⊥ = zj − bref k,
where k =

aref xj + bref yj + cref zj
.
a2ref + b2ref + c2ref

(4.25a)
(4.25b)

Since all the points are projected to the same plane P0 , we can transfer their 3D
coordinates to 2D coordinates on P0 to simplify the computation. We know Pplaten
is perpendicular to P0 , so its normal vector nplaten is parallel to P0 . There must be a
unit vector ndir that is parallel to the platen board Pplaten , but perpendicular to the
book spine Lspine . Then, the unit vector ndir must also be perpendicular to nplaten and
parallel to P0 , because P0 is perpendicular to Lspine , as well. Hence, we can choose
nplaten and ndir as two perpendicular axes on the plane P0 . In addition, we keep the
origin in the 3D world coordinate system as the origin in our new 2D coordinate
system. After determining the axes and origin of the 2D coordinate system, we
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can uniquely transfer the point projections from the 3D coordinate pj,⊥ to the 2D
coordinate p0j,⊥ by inner product:

0
= (pj,⊥ · nplaten , pj,⊥ · ndir ) .
p0j,⊥ = x0j,⊥ , yj,⊥

(4.26)

Then, we use the transferred coordinates to fit the curves. Since the curve is modeled
in polynomial in (4.18), we can utilize the linear matrix computation to find the
optimal parameters

a
 i

 bi


 ci

di

of the curve.
 
x0 3 x0i,1,⊥ 2 x0i,1,⊥
  i,1,⊥
  0 3
  xi,2,⊥
x0i,2,⊥ 2 x0i,2,⊥
=
 
..
..
..
 
.
.
.
 
x0i,M,⊥ 3 x0i,M,⊥ 2 x0i,M,⊥

1
1
..
.
1

∗ 








0
yi,1,⊥


 0
 yi,2,⊥

 ..
 .

0
yi,M,⊥

where [ ]∗ is the pseudo-inverse operation, and {p0i,u,⊥ }u=1,··· ,M =







,




(4.27)

0
x0i,u,⊥ , yi,u,⊥



are

the M points used to fit the curve Ci .

4.3.2

Flattening document image generation

To generate the output image, we first need to determine the resolution of the
new document image. We think it would be reasonable to let the output image have
a resolution similar to that of the original document image. Suppose the resolution
for the original image is ROW × COL, and then the resolution of each page image
in the flattened document image should be close to but not larger than ROW × COL
.
2
Next, we have to determine the length of each pixel when it is mapped to the open
book surface in the physical world. We compute the length of the book spine lspine
and the length of each fitting curve {li }i=1,...,N on the surface. We use the following
formula to compute the length of the fitting curve:

Z b q
2
li =
(Ci0 (x)) + 1 dx,
a

(4.28)
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where Ci0 (x) is the derivative of Ci at x, and a and b are the smallest and largest
x-value on the surface. Then, the length of the pixel lpixel can be determined as
!
maxi=1,...,N {li } lspine
.
(4.29)
lpixel = min
,
COL
ROW
2
To generate the flattened document image, we have to determine which pixel(s)
in the original document image should determine the value of a given pixel in the
output image. First, it is easier to find the answer for the pixels belonging to the
fitting curves. For the each fitting curve, we can pick the positions of points on it by
selecting one location at every interval lpixel along the curve starting from the book
spine. We denote the world coordinate of the k-th point from the book spine on curve
Ci as pCi ,k .
Once we know the points’ locations on the fitting curves, we need to find the necessary points between those curves. Let the points on curve CN to be the pixels in the
first row of the output image, such that p1,k = pCN ,k , where p1,k is the corresponding
world coordinate of the k-th pixel on the first row from the book spine in the output
image. For the second row, imagine another plane parallel to P0 and intersecting the
y-axis at yN − lpixel . We use linear interpolation to determine the corresponding point
positions on the curve intersected by this imaginary plane and the book surface. That
is:
p2,k =

lpixel
yN − lpixel − yN −1
pCN ,k +
pCN −1,k .
yN − yN −1
yN − yN −1

(4.30)

We follow the above process for the remaining rows, but reduce the value of the
intersection of the imaginary plane and the y-axis by lpixel at each new row.
Each point that we computed previously represents one pixel in the output image.
Having the position of these points in world coordinates, we can transfer them into 2D
camera image plane, i.e. the original document image plane, with the 3D scanner’s
extrinsic parameters [45]. After knowing the corresponding coordinate of each point
in the original image, then we set that point’s color information in the output image
to be the same value as that of the corresponding pixel in original image. However,
the corresponding pixel locations may not always be integers. If the coordinates are
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not integer-valued, we use bilinear interpolation with the surrounding four closest
pixels to determine the color information. Compute the corresponding pixel values
for the entire output image; and then we can finally generate the flattening result
image.

4.3.3

Experimental results

Next, we want to test this method with our captured data. In general cases, the
output data from this system will comprise a point cloud with about 2,000 points.
Empirically, we choose the number of curves N in Eq. 4.18 to be 11 in our experiments.
Once we have the scanning result from the 3D capture system, we first follow the llokup table method that we developed in Sec. 3.2 to do the shading correction in order
to reduce the effect of non-uniform lighting.
The experimental example in Fig. 4.12 illustrates the quality achieved with our
shading correction and de-warping algorithm. Compared to the original image, the
processed images have an overall appearance of much flatter and more uniformly illuminated pages. The text-lines are significantly straighter. Consequently, the reader
experience should be substantially improved.
For the second method that we developed to refine the camera-captured document
image of an open book, we use a simple geometric concept to estimate the surface
shape of the book, and then generate a de-warped document image. According to
the experimental result, our algorithm can successfully improve the readability of the
document images, even though there may be some artifacts in the final output images.
Therefore, we conclude that the assumptions about the open book surface we made
and the model we developed are acceptable. In terms of computational complexity,
our method is superior to other iterative approaches that use depth information.
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(a) Original captured image

(b) Left page flattening result

(c) Right page flattening result

Fig. 4.12. Example of the surface-fitting surface flattening approach
experimental results.
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4.4

Differential Geometry
The surface fitting approach is a method to flatten the surface in a more global

way, and it has a somehow fixed model about the whole open book surface. We wondered whether we can correct the geometrical distortion by a more locally perspective
approach to avoid that. Later, we came up with a idea that utilize the curvature concept in differential geometry to flatten the curved surface, and it is the third method
that we developed to flatten the warped captured document images.

4.4.1

Theory and idea

Suppose we have a flat sheet of paper placed on x-y plane in the world coordinate
system. If we bend this flat paper along one direction, say along x-axis, the formed
paper surface will look like a cylinder. Based on the curvature theory introduced in
Sec. 4.1.4, we can say the points on the bent paper have smallest curvature in y-axis.
If we want to flatten the warped paper back, we definitely should unfold it along
x-axis, and the arc length along the surface should be kept the same.
However, the captured data that we deal with is not a surface but sample points
on the book surface. Instead of reconstructing the whole surface as previous method,
another action we can take is to estimate the arc length between each pair of points
one by one to calculate the whole curve length along the curving direction. If there are
at least three points on the same plane, we can use the arc length on their osculating
circle to be the arc length estimation among them. Therefore, for this approach, we
still assume the single page surface majorly curves in one direction, but could be
lightly warped in other directions. The difference is the intersections of the surface
and the perpendicular planes to the book spine do not need to be polynomial function.
Those curves are only required to be continuous and differentiable.
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4.4.2

Implementation

As previous method, the first step is to divide the surface point cloud into two
groups of pages according to the book spine location estimation, and then we handle
every page separately. Assume the direction of book spine is vspine , and the normal
vector of platen is nplaten . We can derive the direction with largest curvature vcross by
cross product:
vcross = nplaten × vspine .

(4.31)

Suppose a and b are any two points in the world coordinate system such that the
vector b − a is parallel to vspine , so we can express b as a + αvspine , where α is a scalar
value. Then we can infer that the dot product of a and vcross has the same value as
the dot product of b and vcross .
b · vcross = (a + αvspine ) · vcross = a · vcross + αvspine · vcross = a · vcross + 0 = a · vcross . (4.32)
Suppose c is a point on the spine and d is a point in the direction of vcross from c:
d = c + βvcross , where β is a positive scalar. We know that the dot product of d and
vcross is larger than the dot product of c and vcross .
d · vcross = (c + βvcross ) · vcross = c · vcross + βvspine · vcross = c · vcross + β > c · vcross . (4.33)
Similarly, the dot product of a point in the opposite direction of vcross from c and vcross
is smaller than the dot product of c and vcross . Based on the above two properties,
we can easily separate the points of different pages from whole surface by doing the
dot product of all points in point cloud with vcross .
After having the point cloud data of one page, we rotated those points based on
the direction of book spine, such that the most curved direction of the surface is in
x-axis. Next, follow the similar interpolation steps in Sec. 4.1.4 to create the grid
data f 0 (x, y). Suppose the size of f 0 (x, y) is m × n and the interval between grid
points is hgd .
To generate the final flattened document image, we need to determine the pixel
size as well. The idea is to keep the similar pixel size as the original reference 2D
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image. The rotated data has smallest curvature along y-axis, so we compute the
range of the rotated data along y direction, say dworld,y . Next, we want to find the
corresponding region of the captured point cloud in the 2D reference image. Rotate
the region with the same angle of book spine, and find the range of rotated region in
vertical direction, say dimage,y . Then, we can decide the pixel size lpixel as

dworld,y
.
dimage,y

Instead of starting the flattening process from the spine, we choose to start the
flattening process from the peak of the surface. This strategy makes it possible to
apply this algorithm to a captured single page document data without book spine.
Consequently, we need to find the peak location along x-axis first, and here is the
steps:
1. Find the mean value along y-axis
n

0
favg
(x)

1X 0
f (x, j)
=
n j=1

(4.34)

2. Locate the x has maximum mean
0
x0 = arg max favg
(x)
x

(4.35)

3. Use the adjacent points at both sides of x0 and x0 to estimate the osculating
circle at x0
4. Find the x-value of the center of this osculating circle, which is the location has
maximal z-value along the circle, denoted as xpeak
The reason why we still have to do the last two steps to determine the location of
the the peak is that the peak of the surface may not be sampled in the captured
data or the interpolated data. Once again, we follow the similar procedure to reinterpolate the rotated captured data to create a new grid data f 00 (x, y) to make sure
it has sampled point at xpeak . The only different this time is the interval between
grid points along y-axis is chosen to be close to the interval along x-axis, but as a
multiple of pixel size.
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We know that the perpendicular bisector of any segment on a circle is passing
the center of that circle, so we can use this property to find the estimated osculating
circle of any three points. Suppose the coordinates of three points are p1 = (x1 , y1 ),
p2 = (x2 , y2 ), and p3 = (x3 , y3 ) in order. With the perpendicular property, we know
that




x1 + x2
y1 + y2
x−
(x2 − x1 ) + y −
(y2 − y1 ) = 0
2
2




x 2 + x3
y2 + y3
x−
(x3 − x2 ) + y −
(y3 − y2 ) = 0
2
2

(4.36a)
(4.36b)

3 y2 +y3
2 y1 +y2
, 2 ) and ( x2 +x
, 2 )
where (x, y) is the center of the osculating circle while ( x1 +x
2
2

are the middle points of segments p1 p2 and p2 p3 respectively. Rearrange the above
equations, we can find the formula to compute the center of the osculating circle
(x, y).
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y





=

x2 − x1 y 2 − y 1
x3 − x2 y 3 − y 2
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1
(x22
2

+

1
(x23
2

+ y32 − x22 − y22 )

y22

−

x21

−

y12 )


.

(4.37)

Once we have the coordinate
of the center,
it is easy to compute the radius of the


x2 − x1 y 2 − y 1
 is singular, that means the three points are
circle. If the matrix 
x3 − x2 y 3 − y 2
in a line. Then, we say the center is in the infinity and the radius of the osculating
circle is infinite.
Now, we have all the information we need, and we can begin the flattening process.
Since we start the flattening process from the peak xpeak , we need to do the process two
times total for each single page. The flattening process for both sides of xpeak is the
same. For each row of f 00 (x, y), we can imagine it as the sample points of the curve that
is the intersection of the surface and the plane y = j, where j is the y-intercept at that
row. Lets take the flattening process of one side of xpeak on y = j for example. Assume
we have a set of points {(x, f 00 (x, j)) : x = xpeak , xpeak + hgd , · · · , xpeak + (k − 1)hgd )},
and there are k points in it, where k ≥ 3. We are going to estimate the arc between
each pair of adjacent points, and pin down one location of output pixel for every
length of pixel size lpixel from xpeak .
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For the arc between first two points, we use first three points {(x, f 00 (x, j)) : x =
xpeak , xpeak + hgd , xpeak + 2hgd )} to create a osculating circle. The estimation of the
arc from xpeak to xpeak + hgd is the arc on this osculating circle. If the radius of the
osculating circle is infinite, we say the estimation of the arc is the segment between
the first two points. Similarly, for the arc between last two points, we use the point
data {(x, f 00 (x, j)) : x = xpeak + (k − 3)hgd , xpeak + (k − 2)hgd , xpeak + (k − 1)hgd )}
to calculate the estimation. For the remaining arc estimation, we have to combine
the result from two osculating circles. For the arc length between xpeak + ihgd and
xpeak + (i + 1)hgd , we can generate two osculating circle with {(x, f 00 (x, j)) : x =
xpeak + (i − 1)hgd , xpeak + ihgd , xpeak + (i + 1)hgd )} and {(x, f 00 (x, j)) : x = xpeak +
ihgd , xpeak + (i + 1)hgd , xpeak + (i + 2)hgd )}. If none of these two osculating circles have
infinite radius and the centers of these two circles are in the same side of the segment
between xpeak + ihgd and xpeak + (i + 1)hgd , we find the middle point of these two
centers to be the center of the new osculating circle. Once we know the location of
the new center, it is easy to calculate its radius by computing the distance from the
new center to the point at xpeak + ihgd or xpeak + (i + 1)hgd . We use the new circle to
estimate the arc between xpeak +ihgd and xpeak +(i+1)hgd . Otherwise, we directly use
the segment to estimate the arc. Figure 4.13 is the illustration of the arc estimation
in different situations. Blue curve is the osculating circle of points {p1 , p2 , p3 }, red
curve is the osculating circle of points {p2 , p3 , p4 }, and black arc is the estimated arc
between p2 and p3 .
At this moment, we have the estimation of the whole curve, and we are about to
select the locations of the output pixels on y = j. Starting from xpeak , we pin down
one pixel location for every lpixel along the estimated arc. If the remaining arc length
is shorter than lpixel in one are estimation between two points, say the remaining arc
length is lleft , then the next location of output pixel in next arc estimation is lpixel −lleft
from the interpolated grid point. After that, we continue pin down the location of
pixel for every lpixel along that arc.
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(a) Case 1

(b) Case 2

(c) Case 3

Fig. 4.13. Illustrations of arc estimation between two points in different cases: (a) normal case; (b) one radius of osculating circle is
infinite case; (c) two centers are in different side case.

Since we only find the locations of the pixels on rows having grid points, we will
need to do the triangulation-based linear interpolation to find the locations for the
remaining pixels. Note that, since we rotated the data to have the book spine parallel
to y-axis before, we need to rotate the result locations back to have the accurate
locations of pixels in the world coordinate system. Once we know the locations of
all pixels of the output image in the world coordinate system, we begin to find the
color information of each pixel. Based on the capture system calibration result, we
can directly estimate where a point in the world coordinate system will be in the
captured 2D reference image, and we use the color information at that location in the
shading corrected image to be the color information of that pixel in the final output
image. Do the same steps for all pixel locations, and then we can create the final
flattened and shading-corrected document image.

4.4.3

Experimental results

As what we did for other surface flattening methods, we test this algorithm with
our testing captured data, and Fig. 4.14 is one experimental result. The flattened
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(a) Shading-corrected reference image

(b) Left page flattening result

(c) Right page flattening result

Fig. 4.14. Example of the differential geometrical approach experimental results without filtering the captured data.
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result of left page look quite well, except the upper-right corner. Most of the texts
and figures are straightened. However, the flattened result of right page is not the
same case. There are lots of artifacts generated in the left-hand side region. The
reason of this kind of results may cause by the large measuring error in the region
around the book spine.
To solve this issue, we consider to filter the captured data first before doing the
surface flattening process. We tried to apply with a 5 × 5 average filter H to the
capture data, and Fig. 4.15 is the new flattening result of it.


1 1 1 1 1




 1 1 1 1 1 

1 


H=
 1 1 1 1 1 

25 


 1 1 1 1 1 


1 1 1 1 1

(4.38)

Observing the result, we can see that there is a lot of improvement comparing with
previous result. The new document images of both pages look more delightful, and
there is less artifact around the book spine area. The filtering process reduces the
impact of the measuring error. However, the filtering process is not completely perfect.
Looking at the upper area of the flattening result, we find there are some information
been cut off. The reason of that is the points’ locations after filtering process may
be changed, and when we tried to find the corresponding color information in the
2D reference image, the result is shifted. Nevertheless, the overall readability of the
flattening result with filtered data is still better than that with non-filtered data.
Figure 4.16 is another set of experimental result.
To conclude the differential geometrical approach, if we have a well-scanned depth
map information, this method can generate good book flattening result. If there are
lots of random measuring error in the depth map information, this method might
create weir artifacts in the final result because this method handles the curve situation
more locally.
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(a) Left page flattening result

(b) Right page flattening result

Fig. 4.15. Example of the differential geometrical approach experimental results with filtering the captured data.
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(a) Shading-corrected reference image

(b) Left page flattening result

(c) Right page flattening result

Fig. 4.16. Another example of the differential geometrical approach
experimental results with filtering the captured data.
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5. SUMMARY
In this work, we came up with some different ideas to improve the readability of the
open book document images. We probed the project from two perspectives: one is to
mitigate the non-uniform shading effect, while the other one is to correct the curved
distortion in the captured document image.
The two shading correction processes that we developed in this project both work
well. The corrected image looks like it were captured under a uniform light source
through the whole scanned book. This also makes our flattened document image
more readable. However, the concepts of these two methods are totally different.
Therefore, each of them has its own unique advantages. The inpainting method is
purely depending on the content of the document, so there is no restriction about
3D capture system. The drawback of this method is that it has some limitation
about what kind of document it can be applied to, and it can only generate grayscale
shading corrected image. Inaccurate non-printed region detection will also mess up
the correcting quality. On the other hand, the look-up table method can be applied
to any kind of document, and the result of it is a RGB-based color image. The
weakness of the look-up table method is it requires system calibration in advance to
generate the look-up tables, so once the position of camera is moved, we will need to
redo the calibration procedure. Hence, we can choose the shading correction method
according to the type of book that we want to scan. For regular single color printed
book, the inpainting method will work well; for magazines, the look-up table method
will create more adorable shading corrected result.
According to the experimental result from three surface flattening approaches, all
of them can improve the readability of the document images even though there are
still some artifacts in the final output images. The content in the flattened document
images generated through the particle-model approach looks more straight in the
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horizontal direction, but may not be the same case in the vertical direction. Generally
speaking, the flattening improvement for the content in the flattened document images
generated by the surface fitting approach looks much balanced in both directions. The
results from the differential geometrical approach are not good with noisy captured
data, but the result is much approved once we filtered the captured data to average
out the measuring error. Compared with the surface fitting method, the flattening
outcome is even better in the areas that are far way from the book spine. Therefore,
we can say the surface fitting method is more suitable for the data with some error
in the depth map, while the differential geometrical approach is working better for
the accurately captured data. In addition, the assumptions of the document for the
surface fitting and differential geometrical approaches are less restricted than the
limitation of the particle-model method. Hence, the later two approaches will work
better for more general situation. When it comes to the computational complexity,
all three methods have improvement comparing with other traditional particle model
approaches because there is no iteration algorithm involved. Compared among our
three methods, the particle-based model method has the simplest algorithm while the
running time to flatten the document image with the differential geometrical approach
will be longer since it involves several times of triangulation-based linear interpolation.
The computational complexity of the surface fitting method is in-between.
There are still some works that we can continue for the future work. Observing the
trend in current society, people become more and more relying on the mobile devices.
People can even use the mobile device with photo capturing capability to scan the
objects. Of course, it is still a growing technique so far, but we can think about how
to adopt our algorithm to those scanning result generated by mobile devices. Then,
this will also remove one disadvantage of our current methods - we need to have a
3D capture system to acquire the depth map information of open book surface. We
believe this project has the potential to be more friendly and helpful to all people in
the future.
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